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(54) Steady rest

(57) A steady rest (10), mountable on a tool-holder
turret of a numerical control lathe for supporting a work-
piece to be machined, comprises abutments (13, 14, 15),
for abutting on an external surface of the workpiece to
be machined, and a piston (59) that is drivable by a driving
fluid to move the abutments (13, 14, 15) between a closed
position in which they clamp the workpiece and an open

position in which they release the workpiece. In order to
increase the performances and the versatility of the lathe
in which the steady rest is used compared with known
steady rests, the steady rest (10) comprises a driving
system (24, 30) acting on the driving fluid for moving the
aforesaid piston (59), this driving system being connect-
able to and drivable by a drive of the tool-holder turret.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a steady rest which is
mountable on a tool-holder turret of a numerical control
lathe for supporting a workpiece during a machining.
[0002] Steady rests are devices used in turning ma-
chinings for supporting long workpieces to oppose the
tendency of the long workpieces to flex during machining
and to increase machining quality.
[0003] Steady rests are known comprising a body that
is fixable to on a tool-holder turret of a numerical control
lathe.
[0004] Such steady rests comprise jaws, projecting
from the aforesaid body, arranged for abutting, in a ma-
chining step, an external surface of a workpiece.
[0005] Known steady rests further comprise a piston
connected mechanically to the jaws to move the latter
between a closed position in which the jaws abut on and
clamp the workpiece, and an open position in which the
jaws release the workpiece. The piston is driven by pres-
surised oil.
[0006] The pressurised oil is supplied to the steady
rest via an oil-pressure system included in the lathe.
[0007] The oil-pressure system provided in the lathe
comprises a pair of conduits connectable to the tool-hold-
er turret to send/receive the oil to/from the tool-holder
turret, a tank for containing the oil, a pump for pumping
the oil and a plurality of valves for regulating the flow of
oil to/from the tool-holder turret.
[0008] The tool-holder turret is on the other hand pro-
vided with a further pair of conduits that are connectable
to the conduits of the aforesaid oil-pressure system and
with a rotating distributor for conveying the oil to the
steady rest whatever the position of the steady rest on
the tool-holder turret.
[0009] A drawback of known steady rests is that for
operating they require appropriately prearranged tool-
holder turrets or tool-holder turrets that are provided with
the aforesaid rotating distributor and with the further con-
duits connected to the oil-pressure system.
[0010] Such turrets, in addition to being expensive,
complex to make and requiring frequent maintenance,
greatly reduce the performances and the versatility of the
lathe in which they are used.
[0011] In fact, the rotating distributor included in such
turrets prevents the simultaneous presence in the turret
of the motor required to rotate the drivable tools, which
means that such tool-holder turrets are suitable for sup-
porting only static tools.
[0012] An object of the invention is to improve steady
rests that are mountable on a tool-holder turret of a nu-
merical control lathe for supporting a workpiece during a
machining.
[0013] A further object is to provide steady rests that
enable the performances and the versatility of the lathes
in which they are used to be increased compared with
known steady rests.
[0014] The invention provides a steady rest as dis-

closed in independent claim 1.
[0015] Owing to the invention it is possible to provide
a steady rest that enables the performances and the ver-
satility of the lathes in which it is used to be increased
compared with known steady rests.
[0016] In fact, the driving means enables the steady
rest to be driven by drive of the tool-holder turret.
[0017] In other words, the steady rest according to the
invention does not require a tool-holder turret prear-
ranged for receiving the steady rest but can be mounted
on any driven tool-holder turret.
[0018] The invention can be better understood and im-
plemented with reference to the attached drawings that
illustrate an embodiment thereof by way of non limiting
example, in which:

Figure 1 is a top view of a steady rest according to
the invention;
Figure 2 is a partially exploded perspective view of
the steady rest in Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a perspective view of the steady rest in
Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a further perspective view of the steady
rest in Figure 1;
Figure 5 is a perspective view of a tool-holder turret
arranged for supporting the steady rest in Figure 1;
Figure 6 is a perspective view of the steady rest in
Figure 1 mounted on the tool-holder turret of Figure
5;
Figure 7 is a hydraulic scheme of the steady rest in
Figure 1.

[0019] With reference to Figure 1 there is shown a
steady rest 10 for supporting a workpiece during a ma-
chining.
[0020] In particular, the steady rest 10 is mountable on
a tool-holder turret 11 (Figures 5 and 6) of a numerical
control lathe, which is not shown, the tool-holder turret
11 being arranged for supporting driven or static tool-
holder modules 45.
[0021] The steady rest 10 comprises a body 12 from
which protrude a first abutting element 13, a second abut-
ting element 14 and a third abutting element 15 arranged
for abutting, in use, an external surface of the workpiece.
[0022] The first abutting element 13, the second abut-
ting element 14 and the third abutting element 15 are
self-centring and act as grasping pliers for grasping the
workpiece to be machined. In particular, the first abutting
element 13, the second abutting element 14 and the third
abutting element 15 each comprise, substantially at the
respective ends thereof, a roller 16 or bearing, for rota-
tionally supporting the workpiece to be machined during
machining.
[0023] The steady rest 12 further comprises a piston
59, which is illustrated schematically in Figure 7, which
is slidable in a cylinder 17 fixed to the body 12.
[0024] The piston 59 is drivable, as will be better ex-
plained below, by pressurised oil and is arranged for mov-
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ing the first abutting element 13, the second abutting el-
ement 14 and the third abutting element 15 between a
closed position in which the first abutting element 13, the
second abutting element 14 and the third abutting ele-
ment 15 clamp the workpiece to be machined and an
open position in which the first abutting element 13, the
second abutting element 14 and the third abutting ele-
ment 15 release the already machined workpiece and
enable a user to position a new workpiece to be ma-
chined. The steady rest 10 further comprises a support-
ing body 18 that is arranged for supporting the body 12
and is fixable by screws 28 to the tool-holder turret 11.
[0025] The supporting body 18 comprises a supporting
plate 19 to which the body 12 is fixable by further screws
20.
[0026] The supporting plate 19 is further provided with
a pair of side protuberances 44 that are provided with
holes in which other screws 21 are engageable for fixing
the supporting plate 19 to a wall 22 (Figures 5 and 6) of
the tool-holder turret 11 so as to increase the stiffness of
the steady rest 10 during machining.
[0027] In this manner the steady rest 10 is fixed to the
tool-holder turret 11 both by the screws 28 and by the
other screws 21.
[0028] The supporting body 18 rotatably supports a
driving shaft 24. The driving shaft 24 comprises an end
portion 25 provided with a male attachment 26 arranged
for engaging with a corresponding female attachment, or
drive, which is not shown, of a rotating driving shaft of
the tool-holder turret 11.
[0029] In use, when the female attachment engages
with the male attachment 26, the driving shaft 24 is ro-
tated by the rotating driving shaft.
[0030] The steady rest 10 further comprises a hydrau-
lic and reversible pump 30, received inside the supporting
body 18.
[0031] The pump 30 is connected to and rotated by
the driving shaft 24.
[0032] In particular, the pump 30 comprises a further
driving shaft, which is not shown, provided with a further
male attachment arranged for engaging with a respective
further female attachment obtained on a further end por-
tion of the driving shaft 24, the further end portion being
opposite the end portion 25.
[0033] The pump 30 is connected to a first chamber
36 and to a second chamber 37 of the cylinder 17 re-
spectively by a first conduit 50, or first branch, of delivery/
discharge, and a second conduit 51, or second branch,
of delivery/discharge (Figure 7).
[0034] The steady rest 10 further comprises a tank 27,
for example a storage tank, for containing the oil.
[0035] In particular, the tank 27 is fixed to the support-
ing body 18 on the opposite side of the supporting plate
19.
[0036] The steady rest 10 further comprises a heat ex-
changer 31, schematically shown in Figure 7, interposed
between the tank 27 and the supporting body 18.
[0037] The heat exchanger 31 comprises a gap that is

not shown inside which a cooling fluid can flow, in par-
ticular water, dispensed by the tool-holder turret 11 to
the steady rest 10 by a suitable attachment.
[0038] In this manner, in use, the heat exchanger 31
cools both the oil present in the tank 27 and the supporting
body 18.
[0039] The aforesaid gap is connected to a conduit 29
supported by and projecting from the supporting body 18.
[0040] The conduit 29 is arranged in use for conveying
the cooling fluid to the first abutting element 13, the sec-
ond abutting element 14 and the third abutting element
15 to cool the rollers 16.
[0041] The steady rest 10 further comprises a third
conduit 52, schematically shown in Figure 7, arranged
for conveying the oil between the first conduit 50 and the
tank 27.
[0042] Also, the steady rest 10 comprises a fourth con-
duit 53 and a fifth conduit 54, schematically shown in
Figure 7, for conveying the oil between the tank 27 and
respectively the first conduit 50 and the second conduit
51.
[0043] The steady rest 10 further comprises a first
valve 33, or safety valve, piloted and one-way, schemat-
ically shown in Figure 7, arranged for controlling and ad-
justing an oil flow between the pump 30 and the first
chamber 36.
[0044] The first valve 33 is received in the body 12 and
is arranged for preventing the first abutting element 13,
the second abutting element 14 and the third abutting
element from releasing the workpiece, for example after
oil leakage.
[0045] In particular, the first valve 33 is inserted into
the first conduit 50 and is pilotable by a first signal 55
taken from the second conduit 51 to enable the oil to flow
from the first chamber 36 to the tank 27 and the pump
30 when the oil pressure in the second conduit 51 is great-
er than the oil pressure in the first conduit 50.
[0046] The steady rest 10 further comprises a second
valve 34 supported by the supporting body 18.
[0047] The second valve 34, piloted and one-way, is
arranged for controlling and adjusting an oil flow from the
first conduit 50 to the tank 27.
[0048] In particular, the second valve 34 is inserted in
the third conduit 52 is pilotable by a second signal 56
taken from the second conduit 51 to enable the oil to flow
from the first chamber 36 to the tank 27 when the oil
pressure in the second conduit 51 is greater than the oil
pressure in the first conduit 50.
[0049] The steady rest 10 further comprises a third
valve 35 supported by the supporting body 18.
[0050] The third valve 35, piloted and one-way, is ar-
ranged for controlling and adjusting an oil flow between
the pump 30 and the second chamber 37.
[0051] In particular, the third valve 35 is inserted into
the second conduit 51 and is pilotable by a third signal
57 taken from the first conduit 50 to enable the oil to flow
from the second chamber 37 to the pump 30 when the
oil pressure in the first conduit 50 is greater than the oil
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pressure in the second conduit 51.
[0052] The steady rest 10 further comprises a fourth
valve 38 and a fifth valve 39 supported by the supporting
body 18.
[0053] The fourth valve 38 and the fifth valve 39, or
maximum pressure valves, are arranged for connecting
respectively the first conduit 50 and the second conduit
51 to the tank 27.
[0054] In particular, the fourth valve 38 and the fifth
valve 39 are arranged for opening when the oil pressure
reaches respectively a first and a second preset thresh-
old value, such threshold values being adjustable.
[0055] The steady rest 10 further comprises a sixth
valve 40 and a seventh valve 41, schematically shown
in Figure 7.
[0056] The sixth valve 40 and the seventh valve 41 are
one-way valves and are supported by the supporting
body 18.
[0057] The sixth valve 40 and the seventh valve 41 are
inserted respectively in the fourth conduit 53 and in the
fifth conduit 54.
[0058] The sixth valve 40 and the seventh valve 41
respectively connect the first conduit 50 and the second
conduit 51 to the tank 27 and enable the oil to flow from
the tank 27 respectively towards the first conduit 50 and
the second conduit 51.
[0059] The steady rest 10 may further comprise an at-
tachment, which is not shown, projecting from the body
12 to connect with a source of compressed air.
[0060] The compressed air can thus be introduced into
the body 12 and exit therefrom so as to prevent foreign
bodies such as machining chips and cooling fluid from
penetrating inside the body 12.
[0061] The steady rest 10 is further provided with fil-
ters, not shown, which are positioned in the supporting
body 18 and are arranged for cleaning the oil of the im-
purities that are generated during operation.
[0062] Also, the steady rest 10 comprises a pressure
gauge 58, schematically shown in Figure 7, for controlling
the oil pressure in the first conduit 50.
[0063] Further, the steady rest 10 comprises detecting
means, which is not shown, for detecting whether the
first abutting element 13, the second abutting element
14 and the third abutting element 15 are in the closed
position or in the open position.
[0064] Such detecting means can include, for exam-
ple, one or more sensors that are able to measure the
oil pressure to establish whether the first abutting ele-
ment 13, the second abutting element 14 and the third
abutting element 15 are in the closed or open position.
[0065] The detecting means can be further associated
with a wireless data transmission system, which is not
shown, to connect to a numerical control unit of the lathe.
[0066] This transmission system may comprise a
transmitter, for example supported by the supporting
body 18, and a receiver, for example positioned on the
tool-holder turret 11.
[0067] The transmitter and the receiver can respec-

tively transmit/receive the data by, for example, Bluetooth
technology.
[0068] The operation of the steady rest 10 is disclosed
below with reference to the hydraulic scheme shown in
Figure 7.
[0069] In a closing step of the first abutting element
13, of the second abutting element 14 and of the third
abutting element 15 the oil flowrate that enters the first
chamber 36 is greater than the oil flowrate that exits the
second chamber 37.
[0070] In the closing step the driving shaft 24 drives
the pump 30 with a first rotation direction.
[0071] In this manner, the pump 30 withdraws oil from
the second chamber 37 by the third valve 35, appropri-
ately piloted, and from the tank 27 by the seventh valve
41, and sends the oil to the first chamber 36 by the first
valve 33.
[0072] Once the closed position has been reached, the
first chamber 36 is pressurised, i.e. is substantially full of
oil, whilst the second chamber 37 is discharged, i.e. sub-
stantially empty.
[0073] After the closing step, a maintaining step is pro-
vided, in which it is necessary to maintain in the closed
position the first abutting element 13, the second abutting
element 14 and the third abutting element 15 to enable
the lathe to perform the required machinings on the work-
piece to be machined.
[0074] During the maintaining step the driving shaft 24
still drives the pump 30 with the aforesaid first rotation
direction to compensate for possible oil leakages due,
for example, to components wear, which could compro-
mise the clamping of the workpiece.
[0075] As the second chamber 37 is being discharged,
i.e. is substantially empty, and the first chamber 36 is
pressurised, i.e. substantially full of oil, the pressure of
the oil sent by the pump 30 increases, causing the open-
ing of the fourth valve 38, which enables the oil to be
discharged into the tank 27.
[0076] In particular, the fourth valve 38 is opened once
the aforesaid first threshold value is exceeded.
[0077] In an alternative operating mode, the rotation
speed of the driving shaft 24 and thus of the pump 30 is
reduced during the maintaining step so as to reduce en-
ergy dissipation. This speed has however to be sufficient
for compensating for possible oil leakages.
[0078] In an opening step of the first abutting element
13, of the second abutting element 14 and of the third
abutting element 15 the oil flowrate that exits the first
chamber 36 is greater than the oil flowrate that enters
the second chamber 37.
[0079] In the opening step the driving shaft 24 drives
the pump 30 with a second rotation direction, opposite
the aforesaid first rotation direction.
[0080] In this manner, the pump 30 withdraws oil from
the first chamber 36 by the first valve 33, suitably piloted,
and sends the oil to the second chamber 37 via the third
valve 35.
[0081] The excess oil, which is due to the different pis-
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ton areas 59 facing the first chamber 36 and the second
chamber 37, is sent by the pump 30 to the tank 27 via
the second valve 34, suitably piloted.
[0082] Once the open position is reached, the first
chamber 36 is discharged, i.e. substantially empty, whilst
the second chamber 37 is pressurised, i.e. substantially
full of oil.
[0083] Subsequently, the driving shaft 24 continues to
drive the pump 30 and, as the first chamber 36 is dis-
charged, i.e. substantially empty, and the second cham-
ber 37 is pressurised, i.e. substantially full of oil, the pres-
sure of the oil sent by the pump 30 increases, causing
the fifth valve 39 to open, which enables the oil to be
discharged in the tank 27.
[0084] In particular, the fifth valve 39 opens once the
aforesaid second threshold value is exceeded.
[0085] After a preset interval of time, the driving shaft
24 is stopped by the numerical control of the lathe.
[0086] It should be noted how the steady rest 10 dis-
closed above enables the performances and the versa-
tility of the lathes in which it is used to be increased com-
pared with known steady rests.
[0087] In fact, the steady rest 10, driven as disclosed
above by the pump 30 and by the driving shaft 24, does
not require a tool-holder turret prearranged to receive the
steady rest 10, i.e. the tool-holder turret does not need
to be provided with an integrated rotating distributor, but
can be mounted on any motorized tool-holder turret.
[0088] This enables an owner of a lathe with a tool-
holder turret that is not prearranged for receiving a steady
rest, i.e. with a motorized tool-holder turret, to be able
anyway to have a steady rest, this increasing the produc-
tivity and versatility of the lathe previously purchased.
[0089] Also, it should be noted how the steady rest 10
enables a user to adjust a workpiece clamping force, for
example in function of the type of machining to be per-
formed on the workpiece or of the material constituting
the latter.
[0090] In order to do so, it is sufficient to suitably adjust
the first threshold value of the fourth valve 38.
[0091] Further, it should be noted how the steady rest
10 enables an opening/closing speed of the first abutting
element 13, of the second abutting element 14 and of
the third abutting element 15 to be adjusted.
[0092] In order to do so, it is sufficient to suitably adjust
a rotation speed of the driving shaft 24 by the numerical
control of the lathe, this speed adjusting a flowrate of oil
sent to/received from the cylinder 17.
[0093] In one embodiment of the invention that is not
shown, instead of the pump 30 can be used a non-re-
versible pump and a spool valve suitably commanded.
[0094] Variations and/or additions to what has been
disclosed above and/or shown in the attached drawings
are further possible.

Claims

1. Steady rest (10) which is mountable on a tool-holder
turret (11) of a numerical control lathe for supporting
a workpiece, said steady rest (10) comprising abut-
ting means (13, 14, 15) for abutting on an outer sur-
face of said workpiece and piston means (36, 37,
59) which is drivable by a driving fluid for moving
said abutting means (13, 14, 15) between a closed
position in which said abutting means (13, 14, 15)
clamps said workpiece and an open position in which
said abutting means (13, 14, 15) releases said work-
piece, characterised in that said steady rest (10)
comprises driving means (24, 30) acting on said driv-
ing fluid for moving said piston means (36, 37, 59),
said driving means (24, 30) being connectable to and
drivable by a drive of said tool-holder turret (11).

2. Steady rest (10) according to claim 1, wherein said
driving means (24, 30) comprises a hydraulic pump
(30).

3. Steady rest (10) according to claim 2, wherein said
hydraulic pump (30) is a reversible pump.

4. Steady rest (10) according to claim 2, or 3, wherein
said driving means (24, 30) comprises a driving shaft
(24) connected to, to drive, said hydraulic pump (30),
said driving shaft (24) being removably connectable
to said drive.

5. Steady rest (10) according to any preceding claim,
and comprising tank means (27) for containing said
driving fluid.

6. Steady rest (10) according to claim 5, wherein said
tank means (27) comprises a buffer tank.

7. Steady rest (10) according to claim 5, or 6, and com-
prising conduit means (50, 51, 52, 53, 54) for con-
veying said driving fluid between said tank means
(27) and said driving means (24, 30) and between
said driving means (24, 30) and said piston means
(36, 37, 59).

8. Steady rest (10) according to claim 7, as claim 5 is
appended to claim 2, wherein said conduit means
(50, 51, 52, 53, 54) comprises a first conduit (50) and
a second conduit (51) for respectively connecting a
first chamber (36) and a second chamber (37) of said
piston means (36, 37, 59) to said pump (30).

9. Steady rest (10) according to any one of claims 5 to
8, and comprising control and adjusting means (33,
34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41) for controlling and adjusting
a flow of said driving fluid between said tank means
(27) and said piston means (36, 37, 59).
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10. Steady rest (10) according to claim 9, as claim 9 is
appended to claim 8, wherein said control and ad-
justing means (33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41) comprises
first valve means (38) for connecting said first conduit
(50) to said tank means (27) and second valve
means (39) for connecting said second conduit (51)
to said tank means (27), said first valve means (38)
and said second valve means (39) being arranged
for opening when said driving fluid reaches respec-
tive preset threshold pressure values.

11. Steady rest (10) according to claim 9, or 10, as claim
5 is appended to claim 2, wherein said control and
adjusting means (33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41) com-
prises third valve means (33) inserted into said first
conduit (50) and comprising a one-way valve that is
piloted to enable the passage of said driving fluid
from said pump (30) to said first chamber (36).

12. Steady rest (10) according to any one of claims 9 to
11, as claim 5 is appended to claim 2, wherein said
control and adjusting means (33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40,
41) comprises fourth valve means (35) inserted into
said second conduit (51) and comprising a one-way
valve that is piloted to enable the passage of said
driving fluid from said pump (30) to said second
chamber (37).

13. Steady rest (10) according to any one of claims 9 to
12, wherein said control and adjusting means (33,
34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41) comprises fifth valve means
(34) comprising a one-way valve that is piloted for
controlling and adjusting a flow of said driving fluid
between said first conduit (50) and said tank means
(27).

14. Steady rest (10) according to any one of claims 9 to
13, wherein said control and adjusting means (33,
34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41) comprises sixth valve means
(40) and seventh valve means (41) for connecting
said tank means (27) respectively to said first conduit
(50) and to said second conduit (51) and for enabling
said driving fluid to flow from said tank means (27)
respectively into said first conduit (50) and into said
second conduit (51).

15. Steady rest (10) according to any one of claims 5 to
14, and comprising heat-exchanger means (31) in-
terposed between said tank means (27) and said
driving means (24, 30) for cooling said driving fluid
and/or said driving means (24, 30).

16. Steady rest (10) according to claim 15, wherein said
heat-exchanger means (31) comprises a gap ar-
ranged for receiving a cooling fluid, in particular a
coolant fluid.

17. Steady rest (10) according to claim 16, and compris-

ing a conduit (29) in flow communication with said
gap and arranged for conveying said cooling fluid to
said abutting means (13, 14, 15).

18. Steady rest (10) according to any preceding claim,
and comprising attachment means which is connect-
able to a source of compressed air, said compressed
air being arranged for exiting a body (12) of said
steady rest (10) to prevent foreign bodies and/or said
cooling fluid from penetrating said body (12).

19. Steady rest (10) according to any preceding claim,
and comprising detecting means for detecting said
closed position and/or said open position.

20. Steady rest (10) according to claim 19, wherein said
detecting means is associated with wireless trans-
mitting data means.

21. Supporting means (18) for supporting a steady rest
(10) which is mountable on a tool-holder turret (11)
of a numerical control lathe for supporting a work-
piece, said steady rest (10) comprising abutting
means (13, 14, 15) for abutting on an outer surface
of said workpiece and piston means (36, 37, 59) driv-
able by a driving fluid for moving said abutting means
(13, 14, 15) between a closed position in which said
abutting means (13, 14, 15) clamps said workpiece
and an open position in which said abutting means
(13, 14, 15) releases said workpiece, characterised
in that said supporting means (18) comprises con-
duit means (50, 51) which is connectable to further
conduit means of said steady rest (10) for sending
to said steady rest (10) said driving fluid, and driving
means (24, 30) acting on said driving fluid for moving
said piston means (36, 37, 59), said driving means
(24, 30) being connectable to and drivable by a drive
of said tool-holder turret (11).
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